The Battle of the Roa Kaiten
Jun 2001, the second Grand Storyline Tournament
the story thus far...
Darq has acquired the Vermillion Crown. He now must lift the curse to use the power
within. Rather than take his prize to his leaders in the Necropolis Sect where it could be
stolen, he decides to unlock the power alone. Gathering his forces he sets off toward a place
of power, where his cleansing ritual can be performed far away from prying eyes.
After the Battlefield of Ashon Rye his allies and lackeys raised a veritable army of undead
trolls, humans, and elves. He pressed south toward the borders of the Atlantean Empire,
but the troll chieftain Kossak Mageslayer, infuriated about the desecration of the fallen
trolls, vows to stop him.

In their first fight Kossak gained the upper hand, however Darq rebounded with the addition
of a small Atlantean warhost who abandon the empire for promised riches with the Sect. As
Darq closes in on the goal, Kossak once more rallies his troops to fight the Sect. After
months of minor skirmishes and hesitant clashes between the scouts and outriders, the real
battle is about to begin.
WizKids presents:
The Battle of the Roa Kaiten, the second Grand Storyline Tournament.
As many of you know, the first Grand Storyline Tournament was the Battle of Ashon Rye,
held back in December 2000. That battle determined significant
directions in our universe and product decisions that will be revealed this summer.
The Battle of the Roa Kaiten will be held during the weekend of June 22-24th only. Your
participation will determine the direction of the Mage Knight universe as well as additional
product decisions! So bound, no, CHARGE to your local registered Mage Knight venue!
Demand that you participate in the Grand Storyline Tournament and determine the
outcome of this decisive battle!

